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ABSTRACT

A range ?nding apparatus includes a pair of spaced

apart cameras which provide signals that are digita
lized, stored in frame buffers, and provided to a com
puter that provides a range map of a target object
viewed by the cameras. The computer optimizes a dis
parity function by minimizing a cost functional, thereby

?nding the range at different points on the surface of the
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the disparity function. Preferably constraints are also
marked in the disparity matrix each time a point is

RANGE FINDING METHOD AND APPARATUS

marked in a new column.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with another aspect of the present
invention, after the initial point is marked in the dispar
ity matrix, points which lie on the disparity function in
other columns are determined by minimizing a cost

The present invention relates to a method and appara

tus for ?nding the range of a target object, and more
particularly to a method and apparatus for ?nding the
range to various points on the surface of the target

object without relying upon assumptions about the
shape of the object. The invention is particularly useful

functional. The cost functional preferably has a term
that is a function of the difference between V,4(I,4) and
0 Vg[I,4-—D(l,4)], a term that is a function of the differ

ence between derivatives of V,4(I,4) and VB[I,4—D(IA)],
and a term that is a function of D(I,4), where V,4(1,4)
corresponds to the signal from one camera, VB(IB) cor
responds to the signal from the second camera, D(I,4) is

for ranging an object which is to be grasped by an in
dustrial robot.

Many schemes for stereoscopically determining the

range of a target object have been devised. In a typical
“range ?nder” camera, for example, a view of the ob 5 the disparity function.
ject is taken at a ?rst position along a base line, this view
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
is matched with another view taken at a second position
along the base line, and triangulation is employed to
FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram, partially in perspec
determine the range in order to automatically set the
tive, illustrating an embodiment of the range ?nding

lens. It is the photographer, of course, who matches the
views, and this requires an exercise of judgment. In
methods which determine range electronically, how

apparatus of the present invention, and generally illus
trates a pair of spaced-apart cameras for obtaining sig
nals from a target object and electrical circuitry for

ever, a problem which frequently arises is that of match
ing the view from one position with the view from

another position. Typically this problem is solved by
making assumptions about the target object. It may be
treated as a point, for example, or it may be assumed to

have an edge which is readily identi?able in electrical

signals for both views. Such assumptions clearly limit
the utility of the range ?nding method.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, an object of the present invention is to
provide a method and apparatus for determining the
range of a target object without making unnessary as

processing the signals;
25

FIGS. 2A and 2B are graphs illustrating a general

example of the electrical signals produced by the cam
eras of FIG. 1 when they are directed toward an arbi

trary target object;
FIG. 2C is a graphic representation illustrating a
disparity function which maps one of the signals of
FIGS. 2A and 2B onto the other signal;
FIG. 3A graphically illustrates the line of sight con

straint;
FIG. 3 graphically illustrates the convex surface con

straint;

sumptions about the shape, orientation, or re?ectivity of
the target object.

FIG. 4 schematically illustrates a simpli?ed example
of the optical portion of a range ?nding apparatus ac

position of an object by using variations in illumination,

memory.

cording to the present invention, and generally depicts
Another object of the invention is to provide a
two
cameras which are employed to find the range of a
method and apparatus for determining the distance
between a plane and different points on the surface of an 40 bolt;
FIGS. 5A and 5B are graphs illustrating signals from
arbitrary target object, thereby permitting construction
the cameras of FIG. 4;
of a range map of the object. Such a range map is partic
FIG. 5C graphically represents the mapping of one of
ularly useful when an industrial robot is to identify and
the signals of FIGS. 5A and 5B onto the other signals;
grasp an object which may not be positioned at its ex
FIGS. 6A, 6B, and 6C are a flow chart for operation
45
pected location.
of the computer of FIG. 1; and
Another object of the invention is to provide a
FIG. 7 schematically illustrates a disparity matrix in
method and apparatus for sensing the three-dimensional
re?ectivity, and surface texture to match stereo views

of the object.
These and other objects can be obtained by directing
a pair of cameras toward the object, each camera hav

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

FIG. 1 illustrates a range ?nding apparatus 10, which

ing a respective sensor with light-sensitive regions that

includes a television camera A (reference number 12), a

are disposed in a row. The camera signals provide infor
mation about the light intensity as a function of different

television camera B (reference number 14), and electri
cal circuitry which will be discussed later. Camera 12
has a lens 20 for focusing light re?ected from a target
object 22 onto a sensor 24 disposed at the impage plane

positions along the respective row of light sensitive
regions. In the present invention a disparity function is
found which maps one signal onto the other, and this
disparity function is used to determine the range at a

plurality of points on the target object.
In accordance with one aspect of the invention, the

of lens 20. Similarily, camera 14 includes a lens 26 for

focusing light on a sensor 28 disposed at the image plane
60 of lens 26. Each of sensors 24 and 28 includes an array

of light sensitive regions 30 which are disposed in rows

disparity function is found by establishing a disparity

R1. . . Rm“ and columns C1. . . Ci. . . Cmax. As is known

matrix in a memory, matching peaks in the camera sig
nals, marking the disparity matrix at a row and column

in the art, during operation cameras 12 and 14 scan the
regions 30 of one row, from column C1 to column Cmax,
and then proceed to scan the regions 30 of subsequent
rows so as to produce analog signals whose amplitude

corresponding to the peaks, incrementing the column,
marking the incremented column at a point which lies
on the disparity function, and then incrementing the
column again and marking another point which lies on

depends upon the intensity of light falling upon all of
_ the regions 30. Regions 30 may be provided by an array

3
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of separate elements, as in a charge coupled device, they
may represent different portions of a single screen that

38 and 40. In addition to such shifts, the signal voltages
may differ.

is scanned by an electron beam as in an orthicon tube,

Returning to FIG. 1, in addition to cameras 12 and 14
apparatus 10 includes digitalizers 48 and 50, which am
plify the signals from the cameras and convert them to

etc.

With continuing reference to FIG. 1, sensors 24 and
28 lie in a plane that is parallel to the XY plane, and
point 32 on target object 22 lies an arbitrary distance Zr

in front of the XY plane. When object 22 is illuminated,

digital form, with the light intensity at each region 30
being divided into 256 levels and being represented by 8
bits. These digital signals are provided to frame buffers

light reflected from point 32 is focused by lens 20 on a

52 and 54, each of which stores an 8 bit signal for each

unique region 30 of sensor 24 and by lens 26 on a unique

of the rows and columns of the respective camera. If

region 30 of sensor 28. Such focusing is illustrated in

desired buffers 52 and 54 can be part of the memory 56

FIG. 1 by lines 34, which pass through point 32 and the

tween the columns to ?nd the range Zc. Although this
will be discussed in more detail later, several general

of computer 58, which also includes a central process
ing unit 60. Computer 58 determines a range map, as
will be discussed in connection with FIG. 6, and pro
vides corresponding signals to an output device such as
chart recorder 62. The output device need not be a
chart recorder, of course, and in practice may be an
industrial robot which employs the range map to grasp
objects which have known shapes but which are dis

observations of an intuitive nature can be drawn from

posed at varying positions and orientations.

FIG. 1. If the X and Z coordinates remained unchanged
but target object 22 were moved upward by a predeter
mined distance along the Y axis, for each of sensors 24

and are positioned at equal distances from the YZ plane,
with the sensors 24 and 28 being parallel to the XY

optical centers of lenses 20 and 26. In FIG. 1 it will be
noted that light from point 32 is focused on sensor 24 at
a region 30 that is near column Cmax, while the light is
focused on sensor 28 at a region 30 that is closer to

column C1. Apparatus 10 employs this difference be

In apparatus 10 the cameras 12 and 14 are identical

plane and spaced at equal distance from the XY plane.

and 28 light would be focused on a region 30 in a differ—
ent row but the same column. If the Y and Z coordi

Under these conditions it can be shown geometrically
that:

nates remained unchanged but target object 22 were

moved to the right by a predetermined distance along
the X axis, for each of sensors 24 and 28 light would be

_ 2b fImaX/LX

(1)

focused on a region 30 in the same row but at a column 3O

that is closer to Cmax. Finally, if the X and Y coordi
nates remained unchanged but body 22 were withdrawn
by a predetermined distance along the Z axis, for each

In equation 1, Zcis the range from the XY plane; f is the
focal length of lenses 20 and 26; b is the distance from

of sensors 24 and 28 light would be focused on a region
30 in the same row, but the column of sensor 24 would
move towards C1 while the column of sensor 28 would
move toward Cm“. If object 22 were withdrawn to

the YZ plane to the center column of either of sensors
24 and 28, so that the center-to-center distance between

in?nity, the lines 34 would be parallel and the regions 30

(the sensors having an equal number of columns); and
LXis the length of either of sensors 24 and 28 (the sen
sors having an equal length) from the ?rst column C1 to
the last column Cm“. If each region 30 has a width W,
it will be apparent that WImax equal Lx. The terms 1,4
and 15 are integers identifying columns of cameras A

sensors 24 and 28 is 2b; Imax is an integer corresponding
to the number of columns in either of sensors 24 and 28

of sensors 24 and 28 would lie in the same column,

midway between column C; and column Cmax.
FIG. 2A schematically illustrates the signal from
camera A (reference number 12) for a single scanning
line, that is, for columns C1 through Cmax for a single

row R,~, when camera A is directed towards some arbi
and B respectively when a point on a target object is
trary scene. Similarily, FIG. 2B represents the output of 45 focused on regions 30 in those columns. For example if
camera B (reference number 14) for a single scanning
point 32 in FIG. 1 were focused on C100 of camera A
line when camera B is directed toward the same scene.
and C30 of camera B, 1,; would be 100 and 11; would be

The vertical coordinates VA and V1; represent voltage,
while the horizontal coordinates IA and 13 represent the

30.

The denominator in equation 1, I,4~IB, is known as
the “disparity.” It will be apparent that the range Z6 is
a function of the disparity. Referring again to FIG. 1,

columns. For a region 30 in the tenth column in camera

A, for example, 1,; would be ten and V,4(l0) would be
proportional to the light intensity at that region 30.

for point 32 the disparity is a constant. However for
another point on the surface of target object 22 the

Since cameras A and B are assumed to be exposed to the

same scene, it will be apparent that the output signals

will have corresponding features. Thus an-object with
three very re?ective regions at different ranges in the
?eld of view would result in three peaks 36, 38, and 40
in the signal for camera A and three corresponding
peaks 42, 44, and 46 in the signal for camera B. Because

55

disparity might be a different constant and, in general,
the disparity (and thus the range Zc) may vary over the
surface of an object. Such varying ranges result in the
shifts that were previously discussed with respect to
FIGS. 2A and 2B.

In the present invention the disparity is represented as
of the different perspectives of the cameras, however, 60 a function of 1,4, as follows:
the peaks will be shifted with respect to each other as a

function of the distance ZC of the respective reflective
D(1A)=1A—IB
(2)
regions. For example in FIG. 2B peak 42 is shifted
For a given target object at a given position with re
leftward with respect to corresponding peak 36 of FIG.
2A and peak 44 is also shifted leftward with respect to 65 spect to apparatus 10, it will be apparent that an 1,; is
related to a corresponding 13 by the disparity function.
corresponding peak 38. Moreover peak 44 is closer to
That is, the disparity function is determined by the
peak 42 than the distance between peaks 36 and 38, and
physical situation, since the range is determined by the
is further from peak 46 than the distance between peaks

5
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physical situation, but can be considered mathemati
cally as a function which maps I ,4 onto I]; (or vice versa)
in the manner ordained by the physical situation.
FIG. 2C graphically illustrates a disparity function,
identi?ed by reference number 64, which maps the
graph of FIG. 2A onto the graph of FIG. 2B. As will be

seen the vertical projection of peak 36, along dotted line
66, intersects disparity function 64 at the horizontal
projection, along dotted line 68, of peak 42. Similarily,
the position of peak 38 and the disparity function 64 at

VA(IA)— VBlIA —D(IA)]

(3)

Another relevant factor is how well the candidate for

the disparity function maps the slope of the signal from
one camera onto the slope of the signal from the other.
This can be expressed mathematically as follows:

% mun - 3%; VBllA - 0mm

(4)

that peak yield I}; at peak 44, etc. For each IA, at least in
the interval illustrated, the disparity function 64 pro
vides a corresponding 13. Physically, from equation 1 it

Expression 4 compares the local derivatives of the re
spective camera intensities.
will be apparent that the 45° line 70, where IA equals 15,
It may happen that, despite the criteria that are se
represents a point at in?nity. Since no objects in the real 5 lected for determining how well a candidate for D(IA)
universe can be beyond in?nity, the disparity function
?ts the input data provided by the cameras, such criteria
64 necessarily lies at or below the 45° line 70 for every
are met equally well by two or more candidates for
IA. The lines 72 that are parallel to the 45° line 70 are
D(IA). In order to avoid such ambiquity it is desirable to
lines of equal disparity and thus equal range Zc. For
include a further criterion which permits a unique selec
example the line 72 that is closest to line 70 represents a
tion. Such a selection factor is provided by the disparity
relatively small disparity, which is equivalent to a rela
function D(I,1) itself. Physically, this means that the
tively great range, while the line 72 that is furthest from
disparity function which yields the greatest or least
line 70 represents a relatively large disparity and hence
range will be selected (depending on the weight factor).
a relatively short range. At some arbitrary value Ix,
With the foregoing considerations in mind, range
arrow 73 illustrates the magnitude of D(Ix), and it
?nding apparatus 10 employs the following cost func
should be noted that this magnitude is determined along
tional J which, when minimized, leads to the desired
a line that is perpendicular to the 1,4 axis.
disparity function D(I,;), if a solution exists:
With continuing reference to FIGS. 2A-2C, in the

foregoing discussion it has been assumed that peaks
36-40 correspond respectively to peaks 42-46. Based
upon this assumption one could ?nd the distances to the

three previously-mentioned re?ective regions to which

(5)
If

1 = fl k-IWAUA) - VBlIA - 1mm2 + k2

VAUA) -

_ the cameras are exposed directly from equation 1. Ab

sent such assumptions it is necessary to determine the

correspondence between the peaks electrically. More
over in order to provide a range map for the entire
surface of a target object, rather than the range to par
ticular points on the surface, the more dif?cult problem

of ?nding correspondence in the regions between the

In expression 5 the terms k1, kg, and k3 are constants,

bated because, as will be apparent from the shifts illus
trated in FIGS. 2A and 2B, for an arbitrary target ob
ject a linear transformation cannot be employed to map

ticular application to which apparatus 10 is dedicated. It
will be apparent that the constant k], kg, and k3 are

peaks must be addressed. This latter problem is exacer 40 which are determined emperically based upon the par

weight factors which numerically designate the relative

importance of the criteria set forth above. One or even
In range ?nding apparatus 10 the disparity function 45 two of these constants may be selected to be zero.
Apparatus 10 preferably determines a range map for
D(IA) is found by applying dynamic time warping to
a single target object, rather than different objects
?nd the optimal transformation which maps the wave
which may be simultaneously in the ?eld of view of the
form of the signal from camera 14 onto the waveform of
cameras 12 and 14. Accordingly, the summation is not
the signal from camera 12. As is known, the object of
over the entire common ?eld of view of the cameras,
optimization, a mathematical ?eld which arose from the
but from a point I, (start) which identi?es the beginning
calculus of variations, is to ?nd a function which best
one waveform onto the other.

which would map 1,; onto 13, with varying degrees of

of an object to a point If(?nish) which identi?es the end
of the object. If a target object were suspended in space,
for example, the start and ?nish points would be deter
mined by where the disparity function becomes zero
(i.e., at the 45° line 70 in FIG. 2C). On the other hand if

accuracy. To determine which of these possible solu
tions is best it is necessary to ascertain the factors that
are physically important for an accurate ?t. These fac

trated) that is positioned at a known distance from the
cameras A and B, the start and ?nish points would be

tors can then be embodied in a cost functional which

determined by where D(I,4) corresponds to the dispar
ity at that known distance (unless the target object has

maximizes or minimizes one or more criteria. A “cost

functional” is selected to express the criteria of interest.

With continuing reference to FIG. 2C, it will be
apparent that there are many possibilities for a function

can be minimized to yield the best disparity function
D(I,4).

-

One measure of the success of a candidate for the

disparity function D(IA) is how well the signal intensity,

the target object is supported by a platform (not illus

a concave curve). Between these two end points the
disparity function would correspond to a range that is
less than the range of the support.

Terms corresponding to expressions 3, 4, and D(IA)
at an IA which has been mapped by the candidate func 65
are squared in equation 5 for two reasons. First, since
tion onto a corresponding 13, matches the signal inten
the terms are squared the contribution from each ex
sity at 15. This consideration can be expressed mathe
pression is positive, thereby avoiding the possibility that
matically as follows:

7
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includes a lens 94 having an optical axis 96 and a sensor

a negative contribution from one expression would
counterbalance a positive contribution from another.

98 having light sensitive regions 100 that are disposed in

Moreover, squaring the terms effectively reduces the

ten columns. In FIG. 4 the regions 100 have a width of
one unit, so that in Equation 1 the length LX of each

significance of a relatively small value for any of the
terms and increases the signi?cance of a relatively large
value. If desired, however, the cost functional I could

sensor is ten units. The sensors 98 are separated by a

center-to-center distance of eighteen units, so that b is
equal to nine units. The lenses 94 have a focal length f of

be made to converge on the solution in a linear manner

by taking the absolute values rather than the squares of

?ve units.
In FIG. 4 the values IA and 1B are integers which

the expressions.

The cost functional J (equation 5) is repeatedly mini
mized for corresponding pairs of scanning lines of the

identify which column of light sensitive regions 100 a
beam falls in. In camera 88, for example, 1,; is equal to
one for light that impinges against sensor 98 at a posi

cameras A and B. For example, the cost functional is
employed on data corresponding to row R1 of camera A
and data corresponding to row R1 of camera B in order
to obtain a disparity function D(IA) for these data. The

tion that is greater than zero units from end 102 but less

than one unit; IA is equal to two for light that impinges
at a distance greater than one unit from end 102 but less
than two units; etc.

thus-found disparity function corresponds to the range
taken along a line across the surface of the target object.

With continuing reference to FIG. 4, the active rang

Based upon the data from the next row of camera A and

ing zone of cameras 88 and 90 lies between dotted lines

camera B, the cost functional J would again be mini
mized to provide a further disparity function corre

104 and 106, since a target object which lies outside this
region would not be sensed by both cameras.
In FIG. 4 the target object is a bolt 108 having a
threaded region 110 and an unthreaded region 112. One
end of bolt 108 rests upon a nut 114, which is hidden
from cameras 88 and 90. With the values set forth above

sponding to the range taken at a closely spaced, parallel
line along the surface of the target object. This is re
peated for all of the scanning lines of the cameras,
thereby providing range information for the entire sur
25 one can calculate the range ZC at points 116 and 118
face of the target object.
In practical applications it is necessary to resort to
directly from equation 1, as follows:
numerical techniques in order to minimize the cost
functional J (equation 5). The numerical technique em
ployed is preferably one known as dynamic program

ming, which ?nds wide application in the ?eld of opti
mization. Since the cost functional J is minimized on a

Since the disparity 1,4 minus I}; at point 116 is eight
minus four equals four, the range Zc at that point is 22.5

line-by-line basis in order to provide a D(I,4) for each
line, it will be apparentthat the demands on computer

units. Due to the limited resolution of the sensors 98 in

58 are considerable. These demands can be reduced by

observing physical circumstances which make certain
solutions impossible. Such physical considerations thus
impose constraints on the disparity function D(IA) dur
ing minimization of the cost functional J.
The most general constraint is the line-of-sight con
straint, which is illustrated in FIG. 3A. If a point 74 is
known to fall on the disparity function D(I,4) for a cor

35

this example (that is, Imax equals ten), the disparity at
point 118 (e.g., nine minus ?ve) is the same as at point
116; greater resolution by sensors 98 would be needed in
order to detect a different range for point 118.
For purposes of illustration assume that light sensitive
regions 100 provide outputs in increments of one volt,
and that the output is one volt when a region 100 is

illuminated by light reflected from belt 92, the output is
two volts when a region 100 is illuminated by light
reflected from threaded region 110, and the output is
and 78. The physical interpretation of the line-of-sight
constraint can be appreciated from FIG. 1, if one con 45 three volts when a region 100 is illuminated by light
reflected from unthreaded region 112. The output for
siders only point 32 and ignores the rest of target body
one scanning line of camera 88 is illustrated FIG. 5A
22. If point 74 in FIG. 3A corresponds to point 32 in
and the output for the corresponding scanning line of
FIG. 1, target body 22 can have no points which lie in
camera 90 is illustrated in FIG. 5B. In FIG. 5C the
front of point 32 along either line 34 (since this would
vertical projections from the signal of camera 88 (FIG.
violate the assumption that point 74 lies on the disparity
5A) intersect the horizontal projections from the signal
function) and, similarily, the cameras A and B cannot
of camera 90 (FIG. SE) at circles 120 and 122. Accord
see any points which lie beyond point 32 along lines 34.
ingly, these circles lie upon the disparity function for
The line-of-sight constraint is a general constraint,
the example of FIG. 4. In FIG. 5C, the axes are marked
and applies to a target object having an arbitrary shape.
at one unit intervals.
More powerful constraints can be imposed upon the

responding pair of scanning lines, for that pair of scan

ning lines D(I,4) cannot also have solutions on lines 76

solution if the target object is known to have a surface
of a particular nature. For example FIG. 3B illustrates
the convex surface constraint, wherein solutions are

forbidden along lines 80 and 82 and in region 84 if the

disparity function D(IA) is known to pass through point
86. The convex surface constraint, as is its name implies,

FIG. 5C was constructed based upon the knowledge,

from FIG. 4, that IA=8 corresponds to 13:4 for point
116 and IA=9 and 13:5 for point 118. Without this
knowledge, the signals of FIGS. 5A and 5B might lead
to the erroneous results marked by boxes 124 and 126 in
FIG. 5C. In fact, from FIG. 5C it will be apparent that
for every value of IA there is a range of potential values
which could be selected for I B. It is by minimizing the
cost functional J (equation 5) that one selects the dispar

applies to objects having surfaces that are convex.
Before proceeding further it is appropriate to con
sider a concrete but simple embodiment of the range
?nding apparatus of the present invention. In FIG. 4 65 ity function D(IA) that best ?ts the data.
To continue with the example in FIG. 4, assume that
cameras 88 and 90 are directed toward a conveyor belt
k1=l in the cost functional J and that k2=k3=0. This
92 which transports objects to be grasped by an indus
leads to the simplified cost functional J’, as follows:
trial robot (not illustrated). Each of cameras 88 and 90

4,695,156
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When 14:8, the disparity D(I,4) might range from zero
to 7, as indicated in Table I:

v

the disparity matrix indicates that the disparity function
does not pass through that position.
In block 138 the regions immediately adjacent the
peaks identi?ed in block 134 are examined to see if the

peaks are similar in local shape. If not, the views from

TABLE I

the two cameras are so dissimilar that they cannot be

matched. An error is returned at block 140 and the

1A — DOA)

IA

VA

DOA)

( = 1B)

VBIIA — 130/01

routine is stopped. However assuming that the peaks are

8

2

0
l
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
7
6
5
4
3
Z
1

l
l
l
3
2
l
l
1

suf?ciently similar in local shape, at block 152 the dis
parity matrix is marked plus one at the IA and I 3 corre

sponding to the peaks. This point is deemed the “seed
point,” and any candidate for the disparity function
must pass through the seed point. The seed point having
been selected, at block 144 constraint points for the seed

15 point are marked minus one the disparity matrix. For

example if point 74 is the seed point in FIG. 3A, minus
From Table I it will be apparent that D(I,4)=4 is the
choice which best satis?es the cost functional J’ at

one would be marked along lines 76 and 78 in view of
the line-of-sight constraint. After the applicable con

IA=8. Similarily, Table II illustrates the possible selec
tions for D(IA) at I,4=9.

straints are marked, at block 146 the column in the

TABLE 2

which contains the seed point is determined. This corre

sporlds to incrementing the value Ifin equation 5. For

1A — 1304)

IA
9

VA
3

DOA)
O
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

( = 1B)
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
l

disparity matrix immediately to the right of the column

Vail/4 — D(IA)l
l
l
l
l
3
2
l
l
1

this new column, in block 148 a point in the disparity
matrix is selected which minimizes the accumulated
25
value of the cost functional J without violating any of

the previously-marked constraints. In block 150 the
column is marked plus one at this point, and the value of
the cost functional J is updated. Line-of-sight and any
30 other applicable constraints are marked minus one on

the disparity matrix for the newly determined point on
the disparity function (block 152), and then a check is
made at block 154 to determine whether all columns to

It will be apparent from Table 2 that D(I,4)=4 mini
mizes the cost functional J’ at I,4=9.
FIGS. 6A, 6B, and 6C illustrate a program for use by
computer 58 of range ?nding apparatus 10. The initial
step, at block 128, is to load a frame (that is, signals for
the regions 30 at each columns C1 . . . Cmax for each row

the right of the seed point that need to be checked have

indeed been checked. Depending upon the particular
application one has the option of either exhausting the
disparity matrix or stopping when the disparity reaches
a predetermined value (such as, for example, zero) cor
responding to the edge of the target object. If columns

R1 through Rmax) of digitalized video data from camera
remain to be checked the value for IflS incremented at
A into frame buffer 52, and to load a frame of digitalized
block 146, a new point in the disparity matrix is marked
video data from camera B into frame buffer 54. A frame
at blocks 148 and 150, etc.
buffer row counter (not illustrated) in memory 56 is
When all the necessary columns of the disparity ma
then set to one in block 130. Thereafter, at block 132,
trix to the right of the seed point have been marked,
the ?rst row is read out of frame buffer 52 and the ?rst
row is read out of frame buffer 54. In block 134 the peak 45 thus establishing the disparity function D(IA) in this
region, the same procedures are repeated to the left. At
intensity value in each row is determined, and the re
block 156 a column counter (not illustrated) returns to
maining intensity values are normalized to this peak. In
the seed point, and at block 158 the value I; is incre
block 135 a disparity matrix is created in memory 56,
mented to move to the ?rst column in the disparity
the disparity matrix having a plurality of positions for
matrix
at the left of the seed point. In block 160 a point
each IA, each of these positions corresponding to a
in this column is selected which satis?es all previously
possible value for the disparity at that L4 and thus a
marked constraints and minimizes the accumulated
possible value for 13. The disparity matrix basically
value of the cost functional J. This value is a solution
corresponds to the portion of FIG. 2C lying between
point which is marked plus one at block 162, and the
the 45° line 70 and the 1,; axis. A disparity matrix 136 is
schematically illustrated in FIG. 7, which depicts a 55 cost functional J is updated. New constraints are
marked minus one at block 164, and in block 166 a
plurality of memory locations 137. Each location 137
check is made to determine whether all the columns to
has an address which corresponds to a column for IA
the left that need to be checked have been checked. If
and a possible value of I5. From equation 2, each IA and
not the column counter is incremented at block 158 and
I}; yield a value for D(IA), so a column at an L4 provides
a further point on the disparity function D(IA) is deter
possible values for the disparity at that L4. For the sake
mined. After the last column the range is determined
of illustration it will be assumed that the value stored at
(block 168), the range Zc for each point marked plus one
each memory location 137 may be either zero, plus one,
or minus one. Since the memory locations 137 that are

in the disparity matrix is determined from equation 1

(block 168). These range values are provided, at block
marked “X” in FIG. 7 represent a range Zr greater than
in?nity, these memory locations need not be present in 65 170, to an output device such as the chart recorder 62 in
FIG. 1, an industrial robot, etc. Thereafter a check is
memory 56. Returning to FIG. 6, disparity matrix is
made at block 172 to determine whether any further
initialized at block 135 by setting all values to zero. As
corresponding rows remain in frame counters 52 and 54.
will become apparent, a zero in a particular position in

11
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6. The method of claim 2, wherein step (i) comprises

If so the row counter is incremented at block 174 and
program control returns to block 134 so that the dispar

minimizing a cost functional having a term that is a

ity function D(IA) for the next scanning lines of the

function of D(I,4).
7. The method of claim 2, wherein step (j) comprises

cameras 12 and 14 can be determined.

minimizing a cost functional having a term that is a

It will be understood that the above description of the
present invention is susceptible to various modi?ca
tions, changes, and adaptations, and the same are in
tended to be comprehended within the meaning and
range of equivalents of the appended claims.

function of the difference between V,4(I,4) and
V 5H,; —D(I,4)], and term that is a function of the differ
ence between a derivative of V,4(I,4) and a derivative of
VBUA — D(IA)]

8. The method of claim 2, wherein step (j) comprises

I claim:
1. A method for ?nding the range of a target object,

comprising the steps of:
(a) viewing the target object from a ?rst perspective,
using a camera having a sensor with light-sensitive
regions that are disposed in a row having ends, to

minimizing a cost functional having a term that is a

function of the difference between VA(I,4) and
VB[I,;—D(I,4)], a term that is a function of the differ
ence between a derivative of V,4(IA) and a derivative of
5 V[IA-—D(L4)], and a term that is a function of D(IA).

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the cost functional

provide a signal VAC/1) corresponding to the ?rst
perspective, where VA is a voltage proportional to
light intensity at a light-sensitive region of the row

is

, and IA is an integer corresponding to the distance

between the respective light-sensitive region and a
predetermined end of the row;
(b) viewing the target object from a second perspec

“A

tive, using a camera having a sensor with light-sen
sitive regions that are disposed in a row having

mun -

2

7i; VBllA — mm) + mum)? }

ends, to provide a signal V303) corresponding to
the second perspective, where V}; is a voltage pro
portional to light intensity at a light-sensitive re
gion of the row and IB is an integer corresponding
to the distance between the respective light-sensi
tive region and a predetermined end of the row;

where k], kg, and k3 are constants.
10. The method of claim 8, further comprising the

step of marking the disparity matrix with constraints
after step (h) and marking the disparity matrix with
constraints after each repetition of step (i).

(0) ?nding a disparity function D(I,4) which maps

V,4(I,4) onto VB(IB) for every 1,; in an interval, the
11. The method of claim 10, wherein the constraints
interval including a plurality of consecutive inte
include a line-of-sight constraint.
35
gers;
12. The method of claim 10, wherein the constraints

(d) using the disparity function D(I,4) to determine

include a convex surface constraint.

the range of the target object at a plurality of points
on the target object; and

13. The method of claim 8, wherein step (a) is con
ducted using a ?rst camera having a ?rst sensor with

(e) providing electrical signals corresponding to the
range to an output device.

40

2. The method of claim 1, wherein step (c) comprises:

camera having a second sensor with light sensitive re

(i) establishing a disparity matrix in a memory, the

disparity matrix having rows corresponding to
different values of 13 and columns corresponding
to different values of 1,4;

gions that are disposed in a plurality of second rows,

and further comprising the step of repeating steps (t)
45 through (k) for a plurality of ?rst and second rows.

14. The method of claim 2, wherein step (a) is con

(g) ?nding a peak in VA(IA) and a matching peak in

ducted using a ?rst camera having a ?rst sensor with

VBGB);

light sensitive regions that are disposed in a plurality of
?rst rows, wherein step (b) is conducted using a second

(h) marking the disparity matrix at a row and column

corresponding to the IB and 1,4, respectively, of the

camera having a second sensor with light sensitive re

peaks in step (g);

gions that are disposed in a plurality of second rows,

(i) ?nding an unmarked column in the disparity ma
trix where IA differs by one from the column that
was marked in the previous step;

(i) marking the disparity matrix, in the column found
in step (i), at an I B that lies on the disparity function

DUA);
(k) repeating steps (i) and (j) a plurality of times.
3. The method of claim 2, wherein step (j) comprises
?nding a relative extremum of a cost functional.

4. The method of claim 2, wherein step (j) comprises
minimizing a cost functional having a term that is a

function of the difference between VA(IA) and

VBUA —D(IA)]

light sensitive regions that are disposed in a plurality of
?rst rows, wherein step (b) is conducted using a second

and further comprising the step of repeating steps (f)
through (k) for a plurality of ?rst and second rows.
15. The method of claim 2, further comprising the
55

step of marking the disparity matrix with constraints
after step (h) and marking the disparity matrix with
constraints after each repetition of step (i).
16. The method of claim 1, wherein step (a) is con
ducted using a ?rst camera having a ?rst sensor with

60 light sensitive regions that are disposed in a ?rst row,

wherein step (b) is conducted using a second camera
having a second sensor with light sensitive regions that
are disposed in a second row, wherein the ?rst and
second cameras are identical and further include lens

5. The method of claim 2, wherein step (i) comprises 65 means for focusing light on the respective sensor, the
sensors being disposed in a plane, and wherein step (d)
comprises the step of solving, for a plurality of 1,4, the
function of the difference between a derivative of
equation
V,4(IA) and a derivative of VB[IA--D(I,4)].
minimizing a cost functional having a term that is a

13
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where VA is a voltage proportional to light inten

where Zc is the range, b is half the center-to-center 5
distance between the sensors, f is the focal length of the

sity at a light-sensitive region of the ?rst row and
IA is an integer corresponding to the distance be
tween the respective light-sensitive region and a
predetermined end of the ?rst row;
a second camera directed toward the target object to 5

lens means, Imax is the number of light sensitive regions

view the target object from a second perspective,

in a row, and Lx is the distance between the ends of a

the second camera having a second sensor with

row.

light-sensitive regions that are disposed in a second

17. The method of claim 16, wherein step (c) com 1O
prises ?nding the relative extremum of a cost'functional

signal VB(IB), where VB is a voltage proportional

row having ends, the second camera providing a

to light intensity at a light-sensitive region of the
second row and IB is an integer corresponding to

having a term that is a function of the difference be

tween V,4(I,4) and VB[I,4—D(I,4)], and having a term
that is a function of the difference between a derivative

the distance between the respective light-sensitive

of VA(IA) and a derivative of VB[I,4—D(IA)].
18. The method of claim 1, wherein step (0) com
prises ?nding the relative extremum of a cost functional

and

region and a predetermined end of the second row;

means for ?nding a disparity function D(IA) which
maps V,4(I,4) onto VB(IB) for every L4 in an inter
val, the interval including a plurality of consecu

having a term that is a function of the difference be

tween V,4(I,4) and VB[I,4—D(IA)], and having a term
that is a function of the difference between a derivative

tive integers, and for using the disparity function

of V,4(I,4) and a derivative of VB[I,4-—D(IA0].
19. An apparatus for ?nding the range of a target

D(IA) to determine the range of the target object at
a plurality of points on the target object.
20. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein said means for

object, comprising:
a ?rst camera directed toward the target object to

view the target object from a ?rst perspective, the 2
?rst camera having a ?rst sensor with light-sensi
tive regions that are disposed in a ?rst row having
ends, the ?rst camera providing a signal V,q(I,4),

?nding comprises a memory and means for establishing
a disparity matrix in the memory, the disparity matrix
having rows corresponding to different values of IB and
columns corresponding to different values of 1,4.
*
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